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THIS MONTH:

SECRETARY’S NOTES

TURBNERS GUILD

LICFM

THE BURN BARREL

Our meeting started at 7:15 by Mike Daum.

Our Annual Show and Exhibit will take place this coming Saturday,
Nov 8 and Sunday, Nov 9th. The show will run 10:00am to 4:00pm,
both days. Set-up will be Friday, Nov.7th @ 9:00am.

As with every show, Member projects are needed. Please submit the
project form to Mike Daum soon as possible.

Volunteers are still needed for all aspects of  the show. There will be
sign-up sheets up front and the table.

We are also looking for Volunteers to do Seminars.  Support our show,
and sign up. Only a few members have signed up.

There will be a “Tool Garage Sale” at the show. See Vic Werney if  you
want to sell any tools.

December meeting will include our Annual “Toys for Tots” toy dona-
tions. Matt Stern and his group have been instrumental in creating hun-
dreds of  toys. If  interested in joining the toy group, see Matt Stern. He
will be holding workshops at his house on: The final workshop is  Sat
11/21    Hours are 9:00am -12:00pm
Please make a note of  these and do your best to join us.

Raffle winners for September:

Rich Macrae

Chris Bender

Charlie James

A special thanks goes out to Adam Fisher for helping to organize fund
raising for Mather Hospital. Over $1000 dollars was raised for this
Charity. Thanks to all who participated.

Show and Tell :

Mike Luciano displayed a Pepper Mill- made of  bloodwood. 

The Long Island Woodworkers Executive Board handed out “
Certificates of  Recognition” to members who have been instrumental
in promoting and assisting our club. The recipients were:

Jim Brown- Monthly Meeting Presentation

Mark Oriano and Brian McKnight- Multiple Monthly Meeting presen-
tations

Ben Nawrath- Monthly Meeting Presentation

Norman Bald- Multiple Monthly Meeting Presentation

LIW BLIW BOARDOARD OFOF DDIRECTORSIRECTORS
President Mike Daum
Vice President Bob Urso
Secretary Jim Heick
Treasurer MikeLuciano
Trustees Rich Macrae
Membership Joe Bottigliere

Newsletter Editor   Daryl Rosenblatt
Show Chair Pat Doherty
Librarian /Video Library                     Fred Schoenfeld
Raffles “Papa” John Hons

Joe Pascucci
Refreshments Jean Piotrowski

Charlie Felsen
Audio/Video Rich Reidell
Photographer JimMoloney
Workshop Coordinator/Food Critic Charlie James

Photographer Emeritus Jim Macallum

SECRETARY’S
NOTES

JIM HEICK
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Next meeting
Wednesday  

November 4thh  7 PM 
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Steve Costello, Ray Bohn and Mike Luciano – Picnic

Doug Bartow- Designed Show Flyer

Mike Josiah- Printing Show Flyers

Ed and Jean Piotrowski – Smithtown Heritage Fair

Rich Macrae- Smithtown Heritage Fair and Long Island Fair

Joe Pascucci- Trustee, Smithtown Heritage Fair and Long Island Fair

Barry Saltsberg- Smithtown Heritage Fair and Long Island Fair

Jim Moloney- Long Island Fair

Bob Urso- Smithtown Heritage Fair

Rich and Iris Zimmerman - Smithtown Heritage Fair

John Hons- Smithtown Heritage Fair

Frank and Amy Napoli- Smithtown Heritage Fair

Charlie James – Monthly Meeting Presentation

As the Certificate states “ We couldn’t do it with you.” Thanks to for your efforts.

Our guest speaker for the evening was Charlie James. Charlie’s presentation on Veneering was well received by our
members.

Charlie mentioned he likes to use Hide Glue. Hide glue is the oldest and most traditional glue used in most wood-
working. The glue must be used hot.  Charlie uses a double boiler pot. The glue can spoil quickly, and eventually
smells bad. When this happens, it’s time to get rid of  it. Hide glue is easily reversible, easy to repair, easy to sand and
essentially non-toxic. The glue is purchased in pellet form.

Charlie explained when using Veneers, carefully mark he patters from the manufacturer. Stack the veneer when mak-
ing a sunburst pattern, and cut all at once. Use a saw to cut the veneer. Using a razorblade may damage the veneer
due to a razors tendency to follow the grain pattern. After cutting your veneer, mark with chalk for matching the
pieces when you are ready to glue them.

Use veneer tape to hold your patterns together while gluing. The tape can be removed with a scraper.  Charlie pro-
moted the use of  MDF as the substrate material in his projects. The MDF does not creep, as other woods will.

A special thanks to Charlie James for continuing to share his vast knowledge of  woodworking with the group.
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Please note the ONLINE version of this form is INTERACTIVE. You can download it, type into it

while it’s a PDF (free Adobe reader application). Just type, save it, and email it to Mike Daum.
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TURNER’S GUILD MIKE JOSIAH
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THE BURN BARREL BOB SCHENDORF

Share if  you like! I am in the market for a cat. Not nesacarilly a live one, just a cute one. So if  anyone knows of
a taxidermist with a herd of  feral cats living behind his shop please give him my number. 

Here’s why. In the new millennium, the second most coveted commodity after money (which seems to be more
important to folks than ever!) is the “Like”. Yes of  course I’m talking about Facebook and the other social media. 

Aside from Facebook, I am also on “Instawhatever”, where against my better judgement I have to use “hash tags”. (I
still say the bloody thing is a pound sign!)

#schendorfwoodworking, #customfurniture, #ourcultureisgoingdownthetoilet, #armegedoncantget-herefastenough! 

The good news about FB is that it keeps me from playing solitaire incessantly on my phone, it hasn’t improved my
productivity in the shop much though. And although I keep looking over my shoulder I still don’t see any of  those
dozens of  people they say are following me.

I have to do it as part of  our marketing. The fact that we get about zero work from it doesn’t matter, the trick is to
stay relevant. It is also quicker and easier than maintaining a web site (www.Schendorfwoodworking.com by the way)
and makes for a convenient place for potential clients to find photos of  our work. What I can’t figure out is why I
get more “likes” for a silly selfie of  me and my wife on average, than photos of  our masterfully crafted work. 

For example:

This magnificent solid walnut kitchen table with two opposing hand dovetailed draw-
ers: Thirty four likes.

This super cool 48” round, 34” high mushroom display table for a commercial
space:  Eleven likes! Is there another shop that you know of  that can produce both
simultaneously? 

This selfie of  Annabelle and I in the desert? Forty five likes
alone on my wall and another 60 on hers!

There is no justice on the internet!

I have nearly six hundred virtual friends on Facebook. I have
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about six actual friends here in the real world…and sometimes that seems like about four too many. And a lot of
my FB friends are woodworkers. But the vast majority of  people who “like” my work, are not woodworkers at all! I
just can’t figure this crap out! 

Woodworking Stella. One of  my FB friends goes by the moniker; “Woodworking Stella” She’s an attractive blonde
woman (possibly factored in to my accepting her friend request) who constantly comments about what she and her
“wifie” are up too. (Possibly why she has many more FB friends, and gets way more comments and likes than I do)
“The fact that she calls herself; “Woodworking Stella” tells me that she was formerly; Stella the poet, or Actress Stella
or Stella the Artist when she probably should have been “Stella the cashier” or “Stella at the Diner”. But now she
has truly found her calling! 

Every day, without fail, she is sure to post some dribble, such as; “I was in a second hand store today, and they had
a couple of  shelves full of  hand planes, I’m not in the market for any right now, but which ones would you
choose?”(With photo of  course) My unposted answer; “None! They are obviously all crap or they wouldn’t be in a
second hand store!” besides which, you can’t see any detail from the quick cell phone photo.

Or, “What kind of  marking gauge do you use?” All of  which get sixty plus likes and at least seventeen comments.
Of  course if  you look at the profile photos of  those liking her posts and commenting on them, they are almost
exclusively balding middle aged men. Enough said…almost. 

Stella is apparently endeavoring to build a workbench. But unfortunately she is being hampered by a bad elbow and
shoulder which she treats alternatively with cold compresses and cold beer. She recently posted a photo of  a long
wooden screw which she bought for construction of  said workbench, which of  course inspired many (but not clever)
innuendos. “I got this from Acme Woodworking Products” 

“Great Lakes Woodworking Stuff  makes a great wooden screw as well!” as well as other replies, using up valuable
bytes that could have been used for something useful like…. Like photos of  naked girls working wood!

My sixty four thousand dollar question to Stella as well as her throngs of  followers is this; “What the Hell have you
actually built lately?”

When did woodworking become about the people who do it? It’s a trade. And I get that it is a creative trade whose
borders can be confused with and blurred with art, but it is a trade. 

Developed purely for the end user’s pleasure. It was originally a means to make a living. You do beautiful work, you
command a handsome salary. Even as a hobbyist, most of  the stuff  you make is probably for someone else. Get over
your selves! Stop talking about it so much and go out to the shop and get it done! 

I like to talk woodworking. And I can do it for hours on end. But I don’t want to spend the afternoon discussing the
minutia of  it, or what so and so said in his latest article. I want to talk about what you have built and the techniques
you used and or the issues you’ve run into doing it. I want to touch your work and look closely so I can give you the
credit you deserve for your accomplishment. The fact that you can name seventy two different types of  spoke shaves,
does not really impress me. 

I don’t want to discuss the history of  the work bench in its entirety, I’ve read the book (and a sincere thank you to
Chris Schwarz for writing it, because now I don’t have to think about it. He’s done all of  the thinking for me. ) I’ve
seen a couple. I know what I like and what I don’t. I am going to build one, and when I do, I’m going to build it and
get on with my life. After all it is a tool to help you build things for other people.

Naturally I understand that there is ego involved in our craft. Getting a check from a client is great, but when they
are visually emotionally moved by what you have made for them, that’s a great feeling too. And I’ll be the first to
admit that I enjoy the compliments and accolades that come with a job well done. But in the end, it’s not about me.
Heck, there are easily over a million other people who could have built it as well.  It’s about the client and their needs
and vision and doing your job correctly.

Anyway, back to the animate or inanimate cat. (Not too badly damaged road kill may work, by the way) I’ve noticed
that photos with cats seem to do very well on social media. 

So this is why I am currently in the market for a cat. I want to photograph all of  the pieces that we make with a cute
and cuddly kitten on top of  them, and then, maybe we will finally get the on line respect we deserve! 
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LICFM BEN NAWRATH

We had a lot to talk about this month, between elections coming up, the show, and boxes.

Election season in November, and Gary Mayhew has been volunteered to be the nomination committee if  anyone
is interested in a position on the board. 

We had a couple of  new faces, Bill Hendler and Brian Roughley both members of  main group. 

The projector is missing! We know we had it a few months ago, and it may be tucked in a corner somewhere, but a
couple of  members have some great build-along presentations we’d like to show. So if  anyone has borrowed it please
let Bob, myself, or anyone on the board know and we can arrange to get it back.

There was a lot of   show and tell, which is great! It shows folks are getting involved, and preparing for the show. 

Jim Brown brought in his Dubby cross cut sled. It’s extremely versatile, is easy to calibrate/square up, and has mark-
ings for angles to make various geometric shapes. He also brought in a support leg he made that helps to support
the sled when pulling it back before a cut. 

Don made an accessory box for table saw stuff  that attaches to his fence. Basically a convenient place to hold things
like measuring and marking items that you use a lot at the saw, and also keeps them safely out of  the way. 

Norm made a jewelry box of  ambrosia maple with proud dovetails and stained glass doors. The base is from a FWW
plan, and the “floating” top is his own design, and has hardware for holding hanging items like necklaces. 

Bill L made a spline jig for box corners and another for dovetail keys, and he explained how he makes the keys on
the router table. 

I brought in my test joint for a Roubo book stand. It’s a great layout, marking and chiseling exercise. You basically
cut a hinge into the center of  a board, then rip it from either side to create two boards that articulate in the middle.
I’m going to do a demo at the show.

Steve brought pictures of  an end table he made for the show. He made a jig for a router to cut dovetail keys for the
stretchers.

Patrick brought some decorative mounting and display pieces he made that hold crosses for his father and some for
fallen police officers.

Harry showed the head and foot board he made from some slabs that twisted after they were flattened. He showed
us how he joined them to the posts, and is still figuring out what decorative end he is going to put on the posts.

Jim H brought boxes and gluing cauls he made to help with assembly. 

For the show this year, Roger is taking a huge role in coordinating our booth, which is a great help to me since I’m
busy with a 1 year old! He has secured a larger area at the show (Same corner, but extending further south) so we
can have some permanent displays like Norm’s examples of  joints, and also more room for the demo bench. He
lined up a couple of  formal demos each day, but if  anyone would like to bring in something to work on in between
to entertain the troops, please do. In years past I’ve sharpened my chisels (they’re about due again, coincidence?), and
even cut some very crude dovetails. Steve has told countless folks about the anatomy of  a table, and other folks have
shown how a Domino works, or tuned up hand planes. I think it’s good for show-goers to see all stages and skill lev-
els involved in the projects we work on. 
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T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I.  School of  Classical  Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

8/4 Cherry S2S $5.15 / bf
5/4 Cherry S2S $4.25 / bf
8/4 Poplar $2.30 / bf
8/4 Ambrosia Maple $2.45 / bf    
All Jorgensen and Pony Clamps 20% off
All Woodpecker Product 15% off
All specials are for in stock items.
This special is for March 2015 only for the LIWA Members
Urban Specialty Woods  257 Broadway Huntington Station*, NY 11746 631-903-5944
*(Editors Note): Do not confuse this address with Huntington, which also has a 257
Broadway, but it’s a house. 

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com


